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Solution to Foreign Exchange Problem
T H E problem dealing with Chilean exchange, which appeared in the February
number of the B U L L E T I N , is recognized
as a problem set at the November, 1919,
examination of the American Institute of
Accountants and published in the December, 1919, number of the Journal of A c countancy. It is a fine type of problem;
short, well balanced, and containing nothing with which a student of accountancy
should not be familiar. A t the same time
it represents a good test of the mentality
and particularly of those qualities of mind
which are necessary attributes of an accountant.
The situation in so far as the Pan-American Chemical Company is concerned must
be considered from two points of view.
The N e w Y o r k books show the advances
to the Chilean plant as they accumulate
from cable transfers. The advances are
shown on the N e w Y o r k books in U . S.
dollars. They remain that way. Further, they do not change until a report of
some sort, frequently called an account
current, is received and serves to clear the
account, or, in other words, to show what
disposition has been made of the funds advanced. A l l such entries are made in
U . S. dollars.
In the meantime the funds have gotten
into a country where the unit of money is
the peso instead of the dollar. T h e accounts at the plant are kept in the currency
of the country. Sometimes it is merely a
matter of convenience. In some countries
it is required by law. T h e entries in the
accounts may or may not be paralleled in
American money. Such is probably the exception rather than the rule. Financial reports or accounts current in such cases frequently show both currencies.
The student who would work out the
problem in question must first assume the
point of view of the Chilean plant. H a v ing received from New Y o r k U . S. dollars,

he must expect to account to N e w Y o r k for
so and so many U . S. dollars. H e must
convert them for use into pesos. H e must
keep his accounts in pesos. When he comes
to render his accounting he must convert
back to dollars.
Exchange governs the conversions both
from dollars into pesos and from pesos
into dollars. The problem is one in profit
and loss. Assume that when one dollar is
converted into pesos, exchange is quoted
so that one dollar equals six pesos. I f the
six pesos are held until exchange rises to
the point where the rate is three pesos to
the dollar, then converting the six pesos
into dollars would yield two dollars. The
result is a profit of one dollar. Pesos are
like any commodity. They are bought at
one price and, i f sold or used at another
price, the result is a profit or a loss, as the
case may be.
In the problem in question various sums
in dollars were transferred from N e w
Y o r k to Chile by cable. They were converted into pesos at various rates. T h e
rates were not the same at all times as
those prevailing according to the problem.
The rates prevailing were, however, used
in crediting out the sums disbursed, thus
giving rise to what proves to be a profit
on exchange.
For example, the first transfer of $30,000 realized 120,000 pesos. This, it will
be seen, was at the rate of four pesos to
the dollar. T h e disbursements for wages
relating to plant construction for the six
months ended June 30, 1918, were 60,000
pesos. T h e rate, as stated in the problem,
from January 1 to June 30, 1918, was
three pesos to the dollar.
60,000 pesos at 3 to the dollar = $20,000
60,000 pesos at 4 to the dollar = 15,000
Profit,

$ 5,000

In accordance with the statement in the
problem to the effect that production and
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construction were spread evenly over the
entire twelve months, the wages for plant
construction and operating, respectively,
should be divided into two parts. The
first part should correspond to the six
months ended June 30, 1918, during which
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time exchange was at the rate of three
pesos to the dollar; the second should correspond to the six months ended December 31, 1918, during which time exchange
was at the rate of five pesos to the dollar.
The result would be as follows:
SIX MONTHS TO
J U N E 30

TOTAL
Plant Construction. .
Operating

April

s i x MONTHS TO
DECEMBER 31

Pesos

Dollars

Pesos

Dollars

Pesos

Dollars

120,000
300,000

42,000
80,000

60,000
150,000

20,000
50,000

60,000
150,000

12,000
30,000

420,000

112,000

210,000

70,000

210,000

42,000

The precise manner in which the profit
of $22,000 works out in connection with

the transactions for the year is shown in
the following tabulation:
DISBURSEMENTS

RECEIPTS

PROFIT

Pesos

120,000 @ 4 =
90,000
=
60,000 @ 5
150,000
=
6
30,000 @
150,000 @ 5 =

$ 30,000

600,000

$120,000

180,000

@ 6 = $ 30,000

=

=

18,000
12,000
25,000
5,000
30,000

120,000
90,000 @ 3
60,000
150,000 @ 5
30,000
6
150,000 @
600,000

=

=
=

=

=

$ 40,000
30,000
12,000
30,000
5,000
25,000

$10,000
12,000

$142,000

$22,000

5,000
5,000*

Loss.
The same result is obtained in the solution of the problem in a much shorter way
through the customary method of balancing an account in which foreign exchange
is involved. It consists in keeping the cash
account in two kinds of money; balancing
the columns containing the pesos; converting the balance of pesos into dollars at the
rate of exchange on the date of closing;
entering the result in the appropriate dollar
column; balancing the columns containing
the dollars, and carrying the complement
of the balance to an account showing the
profit or loss on exchange.
Aside from knowing how to balance the

cash account, there is nothing about the
setting up of the accounts which is difficult.
The debit to the operating account for the
wages accrued at December 31, 1918, and
the credit to the operating account for the
inventory at the same date gives the cost
of nitrate shipments. There is some doubt,
from the facts stated in the problem, as to
the propriety of charging the shipments
against the N e w Y o r k office account.
There is a hint as to this, but in the absence
of a more specific statement, no harm can
come from allowing the account showing
the nitrate shipments to stand. The ledger
accounts follow:
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CASH
Dollars

1/1/18
4/1/18
7/1/18
10/1/18

120,000
150,000
180,000
150,000

30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
120,000
22,000

1/1/19

600,000

142,000

180,000

30,000

Dollars

6/30/18
12/31/18

12/31/18

60,000
150,000
60,000
150,000

20,000
50,000
12,000
30,000

420,000
180,000

112,000
30,000

600,000

142,000

N E W YORK OFFICE
Pesos

1/1/18
4/1
7/1
10/1

PLANT

CONSTRUCTION

30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000

600,000

120,000

WAGES

ACCRUED

Pesos

Dollars

Pesos

60,000
60,000

20,000
12,000

60,000

120,000

32,000

Pesos

Dollars

Pesos

Dollars

150,000
150,000
60,000

50,000
30,000
10,000

60,000
300,000

10,000
80,000

360,000

90,000

360,000

90,000

Pesos

300,000

Pesos

10,000

NITRATE
Pesos

Dollars

80,000

BALANCE—DECEMBER

INVENTORY

Dollars

10,000

60,000

Debits

Dollars

22,000

SHIPMENTS

TRIAL

Dollars

PROFIT OR Loss O N E X C H A N G E

OPERATING

COST OF N I T R A T E

Dollars

120,000
150,000
180,000
150,000

31,

1918
Credits

30,000
32,000
80,000
10,000

New Y o r k Office
$120,000
Wages accrued
10,000
Profit or loss on exchange. . . . 22,000

$152,000

$152,000

Cash
$
Plant construction
Cost of nitrate shipments. . . .
Nitrate inventory
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The above appears to cover the requirements of the problem. T h e accounts have
been shown both in pesos and U . S. dollars. T h e trial balance has been shown in
U . S. dollars only; first, because pesos have
not been specified in the problem; second,
because for the purpose of incorporating
the entries in the New Y o r k books, U . S.
dollars only are needed.
The trial balance is an elaboration of
the account on the N e w Y o r k books entitled "Chilean Advances." W h a t was originally one credit balance of $120,000, becomes through the trial balance a number
of debit accounts aggregating $152,000
with credit accounts amounting to $32,000.
These accounts, when incorporated on the
New Y o r k books, would take the place of
the Chilean advances account.
One question might arise as to the treatment of the credit of $22,000 shown in
the trial balance as profit on exchange.
W h i l e the profit is the result of closed
transactions it is vested in a peso cash balance which, when disbursed, may be subject to a loss. The profit thus far built up
would be subject to a reduction on account
of the loss. T h e question which presents
itself is whether or not the credit should
be thrown into a reserve account until such
time as the profit has been realized. A p parently it should not. Were such procedure to be followed it would be difficult to
determine without extremely detailed accounting just when profits on exchange may
be taken up. It might also indicate a principle to the effect that profits may not be
taken up until the asset in which the profit
is vested has been realized. Such is not
the case ordinarily. T o do so would violate the principle of accrual. There seems
no good reason why such position should
be taken here. The profit should be taken
up in the period ended December 31, 1918.
Any subsequent loss on the conversion of
the cash balance should be charged against
the year following.

April
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Foreign Exchange Problem (Continued)
The solution of the foreign exchange
problem which appeared in the B U L L E T I N
for A p r i l , 1920, has awakened far-off
echoes in London, as the following letter
from our London office bears witness.
The discussion of our solution is so interesting and so thorough that we wish
to give it wider distribution and perhaps
arouse comment and rejoinder.
The practice of carrying different currencies in two parallel columns, though not
general, has nevertheless been seen here in
several instances.
London, M a y 20, 1920.
EXECUTIVE

OFFICES:

T H I S office has been much interested in
the foreign exchange problem, the
solution of which appeared in the Bulletin
of A p r i l , 1920.
W e agree that it is an excellent problem, but having considered it in the light
of our experience in foreign exchange accounting, we find certain features both in
the problem itself and its solution which do
not appear to conform with actual practice.
The problem requires the accounts affected to be shown in both pesos and U . S.
dollars, and the solution attempts to carry
this requirement into effect. In your com-

ments you state that it is probably the exception for entries in accounts kept in foreign currencies to be paralleled in American money. W e have never come across
an instance where this has been done,
neither can we see any advantage in doing
so. The labour in connection therewith
would be very great, and if the dollar
equivalent is to be entered concurrently
with the local currency, the question arises
—at what rate? It is obvious that an average rate could not be used because the
average would not be known until the end
of any given period. The current rate for
each day would involve endless changes in
rate, and an arbitrary book rate would
give a meaningless result.
A s a matter of fact, the books in question would be run in pesos only, and at the
end of the period a trial balance would be
drawn off in pesos as follows:
DEBITS
Cash
Pesos 180,000
Plant Construction
120,000
Cost of Nitrate Shipments..
300,000
Nitrate Inventory
60,000
Total
CREDITS
New York Office
Wages Accrued
Total

Pesos 660,000

Pesos 600,000
60,000
Pesos 660,000
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The problem now is to convert these pesos
balances into their dollar equivalents. The
"New Y o r k Office" dollar balance is established, and the items "Cash," "Nitrate
Inventory," and "Wages Accrued" must
be converted at the rate of six. This
leaves only the rate of peso disbursements
for "Plant Construction" and "Operation"
to be determined. In the solution the average quoted exchange rates as given in the
problem are used, but we cannot see the
necessity for this. W h y depart from the
time-honoured accounting maxim of using
true costs when they are obtainable? In
this case the actual dollar equivalent of the
peso may be obtained as follows :
Received
Balance

Pesos 600,000 $120,000
180,000
30,000

Disbursed

Pesos 420,000

DEBITS

Total . .

$ 30,000.00
25,714.50
64,285.50
10,000.00
$130,000.00

CREDITS
New York Office
Wages Accrued

..

results merely from the appraisal of plant
and product, by comparing the actual cost
with a value based on the average exchange rate. A n y other basis of valuation
might have been used with the same result,
but it could not properly be called a profit
on exchange. H a d the comparison resulted in a loss, the plant and product
would hardly have been written down to
such a value. Its cost in dollars would
have been exactly the same whether the exchange rate had been favourable or the reverse. T o prove this, let us assume that
the entire amount received from New
Y o r k had been expended on plant. The
result would appear as follows:
Pesos 300,000
300,000

@ 3
@ 5

$100,000
60,000

$ 90,000

In this way the actual cost of Plant Construction is found to be $25,714.50, and
Cost of Nitrate Shipments $64,285.50.
The dollar trial balance may then be set up
as follows:
Cash
Plant Construction
Cost of Nitrate Shipments
Nitrate Inventory

July

$120,000.00
10,000.00

Total 600,000
$160,000
Remitted 120,000
Profit on Exchange. . . .$ 40,000
According to this method $160,000 has
been expended in Chile as against only
$120,000 remitted.
It may be objected that the dollar
equivalent of the peso disbursements is arrived at by deducting the cash balance at
the rate of 6, but as all peso balances at
December 31 are to be based on this rate,
this is the logical thing to do.

A n alternative solution would be to
charge all peso disbursements, up to the
Total
$130,000.00
amount of each remittance received from
New York, at the rate of such remittance.
W e cannot agree that there has been any In other words, the balance of pesos
profit on exchange. The company has not 180,000 is composed of the entire fourth
dealt in exchange, and it seems a fallacy to remittance, pesos 150,000 @ 5 = $30,say that they have made a profit, because 000, and pesos 30,000 @ 6 = $5,000. The
they might have done so had they dealt in disbursements of pesos 420,000 would be
exchange instead of constructing a plant. equivalent to $85,000, and the cash balThe solution shows a profit on exchange ance $35,000. This balance must subsewhich is included in the cost of plant and quently be adjusted to $30,000, which
operations. As a matter of fact this profit would show a loss in exchange of $5,000.
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In practice the accountant having to
handle accounts in foreign currencies, finds
a great divergence of opinion between the
managers of foreign branches and the
home office officials as to the rates of exchange to be used in setting up their accounts. T o illustrate, let us take the accounts of the Chilean establishment, and
suppose that they are under discussion at
a conference in N e w York, at which are
present the following:
The treasurer of the company.
The plant engineer.
The sales manager.
A shareholder.
A banker.
The accountant presents the results
shown by the trial balance given in the
solution to the problem. Probably the
only official who will be satisfied will be
the treasurer, who will take credit for the
profit on exchange.
The plant engineer will object on the
ground that the plant has not really cost
the amount in dollars indicated. O n the
other hand, if he is an outside contractor,
working on a cost plus basis, he will be
quite satisfied.
The sales manager will state that he
cannot make a profit on sales if his costs
are to be burdened with an exchange profit.
The shareholder will claim that i f a
profit has been made, he is entitled to a
dividend.
Finally the banker will enquire as to
how many pesos have been set up with
which to liquidate the balance of $120,000 due to New York, and when he finds
that the figure is pesos 600,000 he will
probably say that the $120,000 should be
converted at 6. This would mean a liability of pesos 720,000, which must be set
up on the books in order to permit the
Chilean establishment to liquidate their
dollar indebtedness at the date of the balance sheet.
This would necessitate a
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charge to exchange of pesos 120,000,
which at 6 represents a loss of $20,000.
W e are bringing these solutions and
points of view to your attention in order
to show that, in practice, there is no fixed
rule for handling accounts in two currencies. Perhaps further discussion will
bring out which of several methods used is
the best, and we should be glad to have
your views in this connection.
(Signed)
H . & S.

